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Abstract

**Background:** Among facial bones in children, mandible bone has the highest fracture rate, 8.4% of which is related to Symphysis fractures.

**Case Presentation:** A 3.5-year-old girl with complaints about the mobility of the mandibular left primary central incisor without a history of recent dental trauma and caries referred to the Department of Pediatric Dentistry of Hamadan University. After radiographic evaluation, occlusal displacement of lower left permanent central incisor tooth germ and root resorption of lower left primary central incisor were seen.

**Conclusions:** This case report implies that because of the close proximity of the root of the primary tooth to its developing permanent successor, jaw fracture and especially mandibular fracture combined with dental injuries (e.g., intrusion, avulsion, and extrusive luxation) can cause damages and significant displacement in permanent successor tooth germs.

**Highlights**

- In cases with close proximity of the root of the primary tooth to its developing permanent successor, jaw fracture and especially mandibular fracture combined with dental injuries can cause damages and significant displacement in permanent successor tooth germs.

Background

Among facial bones in children, mandible bone has the highest fracture rate, 8.4% of which is related to symphysis fractures. Generally, 7.7% of mandible fractures occur in children under 16 years old and 2.9% in children under the age of 10 years. The incidence of fractures increases with age (1). There are several causes for symphysis fractures, the most important of which are conflicts, traffic accidents and falls (2). Considering the fact that only the incisors have erupted in infants, lack of support in the lateral regions can imply that forceful occlusion resulting from trauma to the chin can result in fracture of the anterior portion of the alveolar process (3). Because of the close proximity of the root of the primary tooth to its developing permanent successor, injuries to the primary dentition can cause considerable damages to the permanent tooth germ (4).

Injuries to the primary dentition are common and occur with a significantly higher annual incidence compared to the permanent dentition (5). One difference between injuries in the primary and permanent dentition appears to be the difference in the mechanical properties of the supporting periodontium. In primary dentition, the surrounding bone is less dense and less mineralized, which implies that a tooth damaged by trauma can easily be displaced instead of fractured. This difference in the trauma pattern favoring luxations rather than fractures has been found to be typical for the primary dentition (6). Disturbances in permanent tooth germs are latent complications that may be seen following all types of primary tooth injuries especially intrusion, avulsion, and alveolar bone fracture (4).

In particular, children between 18 to 30 months are very prone to accidents. Poor motor coordination and the child’s inability to evaluate potential risks are relevant conditions to be considered for a close supervision at this early age. As falls are the predominant cause for dental injuries in young age groups, the incidence of trauma is usually equally high in both genders. It is not until early school age (considering the eruption of permanent teeth) that boys become more prone to dental trauma (7). The radiographic study of symphysis fracture should include extra-oral and intraoral radiographs. Generally, extra-oral
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radiographs, especially panoramic methods help a lot in determining the direction and location of the fracture line (8). The management of pediatric mandible fractures is substantially different from that of the adult injury. This is due primarily to the presence of multiple tooth buds throughout the substance of the mandible and probability of damage to them (1). The treatment of symphysis fractures in children is by minimal interference in skeletal position with putting the parts together and fixing them (9).

Case Report
The case of the study was a 3.5-year-old girl who referred to the Department of Pediatric Dentistry of Hamadan University with complaints about the mobility of mandibular left primary central incisor without a history of recent dental trauma and caries. During the intraoral examination, severe mobility of mandibular left primary central incisor (7) was seen and there were no signs of the mobility of primary dentition in other parts of the mouth. In examining the medical history of the patient, it was determined that the child had a history of trauma and mandibular symphysis fracture due to an accident she had when she was one year old. According to the observation, panoramic radiography was performed for a complete evaluation of the teeth and the skeletal jaw and also periapical radiography was used for a more accurate examination of the area of interest (Figure 1). After radiographic evaluation, occlusal displacement of lower left permanent central incisor tooth germ and root resorption of lower left primary central incisor were seen. For preventing damage to permanent tooth germ, the bone plate was used instead of wire in the treatment of symphysis fractures. Due to the severe mobility of the teeth and the possibility of aspiration in the child, the decision was to extract this tooth and follow up the eruption and root development of mandibular first left permanent central incisor. After one year follow up, the complete eruption of the tooth with grade 2 mobility during the intraoral evaluation and lack of root development in the radiographic examination were observed (Figure 2). Due to the poor prognosis of the tooth and the possibility of aspiration, the decision was made to extract the tooth.

Discussion
Facial fractures in the pediatric age group generally account for about 5% of all fractures and this percentage drops considerably in those less than 5 years of age. Their incidence rises as children begin school and also peaks during puberty and adolescence (10). Pediatric fractures are unusual when compared with fractures in adults (11). The reasons for this statement are based primarily on social and anatomical factors. Most often, children are in protected environments, under the supervision of parents and thus are less exposed to major trauma, occupational accidents or interpersonal violence, which are common causes of facial fractures in adults. Regarding maxillofacial fractures, a low incidence is due to the early stage of development of the facial skeleton and the sinuses, leading to a craniofacial disproportion. Moreover, the flexibility of the facial skeleton and the relative protection offered by existing fat in the subcutaneous tissue around the bones of the face contribute to the reduction of the incidence of fractures, especially maxillofacial fractures (12). Approximately half of all pediatric facial fractures involve the mandible and boys are more commonly affected than girls with a ratio of 2:1 (13). In another study, falls and traffic accidents were two causes of the fractured mandible in children (8). Unrestrained children who are seated or standing often hit the dashboard or windshield when the car is stopped suddenly (14). Considering that only the incisors have erupted in infants, lack of support in the lateral regions can imply that forceful occlusion resulting from trauma to the chin can result in fracture of the anterior portion of the alveolar process (2). An injury to the chin may produce a sudden forceful closure of the
mandibular teeth with their maxillary counterparts. As a result, a wide range of injuries may affect molar teeth. These injuries include minor enamel fractures, fractures with dentin exposure that may imitate a carious lesion on the radiograph, crown-root fractures with or without pulp exposure, and injuries to the PDL. In addition, fracture of the mandible may occur mainly in the symphysis, mental, and subcondylar areas. These injuries have also been correlated with cervical spine fractures (15). Because of the close proximity of the root of the primary tooth to its developing permanent successor, injuries to the primary dentition can cause considerable damages to the permanent tooth germ (3).

In this case, after the examination of medical history, it was determined that the child had a history of trauma and mandibular symphysis fracture due to an accident she had when she was one year old. After radiographic evaluation, occlusal displacement of lower left permanent central incisor tooth germ and root resorption of lower left primary central incisor were seen. For preventing damage to permanent tooth germ, the bone plate was used instead of wire in the treatment of symphysis fractures. Due to the severe mobility of the teeth and the possibility of aspiration in the child, the decision was to extract this tooth and follow up the eruption and root development of mandibular first left permanent central incisor. After one year follow up, the complete eruption of the tooth with grade 2 mobility during the intraoral evaluation and lack of root development in the radiographic examination were observed. Due to the poor prognosis of the tooth and the possibility of aspiration, the decision was made to extract the tooth.

Conclusions
This case report implies that because of the close proximity of the root of the primary tooth to its developing permanent successor, jaw fracture and especially mandibular fracture combined with dental injuries can cause damages and significant displacement in permanent successor tooth germs.
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